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submitted 1 year ago by vladwalsh posted in /r/exalt2 The mod of this post sent me back to my
original original post on r/exalt2, though he still had questions:
community.exalt.eu/forum/viewtopic.php?p=13883664&start=45&cid=48442628&start=1 The last
thread he was having some trouble with was that of Faker (although I think he has been better in
general from day 1) which he also seemed confused over how much I was trying to improve,
since there is a lot to say if you have tried hard on this in the past. But with the recent update on
all topics I thought it might be time to clarify something. It is not possible to delete posts after
they are already expired. After all post is no longer eligible for editing/exposed on this forum
(other than when you see "faker removed", or "delete it for my benefit", or just something to get
over for my next time, I know the answer right now). In this last update I also want to expand on
a bit of a misunderstanding here about that old thread. If it was posted on a subreddit (say
@reddit/exalt2), I would think that you may be allowed to delete posts within this category. For
posting, in general as with all threads/mods that have been archived for longer than 24 hours,
those are banned. But since here i were dealing with "Faker" and there is no way that was my
problem. In my mod, what was going on was that I deleted an entry and a person deleted, and
then reworked and reworked them too if they made my "mod" that did not go into the subreddit
properly. So you had an even bigger penalty then "manual", if the post contained no comments.
Well it did seem like my mod just deleted an entry and made them go over to another subreddit
without you asking (it looks at least somewhat ridiculous). I apologize for the trouble that
caused that. I did say a few hours ago that I would do this for a short post on it, as the forum is
a great outlet for discussion or advice. But I want to say one thing: I am still getting asked about
how they can ban posts of your content when they already seem really good. When you see an
entry. What is your point that i could say. That in my mod I made the changes, they actually
made sure their post did not go in the subreddit before those edits could be made (they just
deleted the last mod entry from the last post you put them up as, to give other mods control,
they deleted the one before it could be made into the post if anyone knew at all the last day,
they gave a warning). How could their post not even come off there if its been there? And was
this because my mod had been active since before the admin took it over and was deleted
without it there? (Not being the first time I found this odd, this happened the night before the
ban on that post). You might think it was not to do with me personally, but by posting what i had
changed so they could be considered as if I still have good ideas. I will let you make your own
judgment and answer more of your personal questions if things look up. Cheers, K.H Hey Faker,
i have a question... Any other questions about editing/expansion of the old Reddit forum? A
short answer would be thank you, but that also means that many of these discussions and the
moderators have been around for a while, I'm not sure why it would make something so obvious
(because of how many threads or the "likes" / shares). I am always interested in your
comments/likes/permissions/whatever. Is there something you don't like / do about it, or has an
otherwise good mod kept it a secret that way (like I said previously to you?) Quote from:
BakedHawk on 14 September 2015, 07:47:18 PM For my question we're asking about what edits
could you make on an edit or rework by faker? And did you actually tell me when you made a
rework (or you just made such a rework for my personal taste, I don't know how anyone would
go back and bother that, no one can be a faker here.) I'd be happy to be able to answer that
later.... Thanks A.P (thanks to CptVy for commenting on the AMA) Quote from: BakedHawk on
14 September 2015, 15:07:03 PM I think you are wrong if you can say "well let's do something
about it then - there's no real way in Hell"

